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Archis editor Arthur Wortmann joins Frame Publishers to work on the new magazine. On 31 January, its makers
decide that its name will be Mark (‘a spot that stands out from its surroundings’). Design sketches are made by
Joseph Plateau.
View the profiles of people named Mark Wortmann. Join Facebook to connect with Mark Wortmann and others
you may know. Facebook gives people the power to...
Bio Arthur Wortmann studied at Eindhoven University of Technology and the Architectural Association in
London. He was editor of Archis from 1993 to 2004 and, since its foundation in 2005, he is the editor of the
journal Mark – Another Architecture.
Arthur Wortmann has 36 books on Goodreads with 38 ratings. Arthur Wortmann’s most popular book is Mark
#49.
Arthur Wortmann is the author of Mark #49 (5.00 avg rating, 2 ratings, 0 reviews, published 2014), Mark #58
(5.00 avg rating, 1 rating, 0 reviews, publis...
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(0 avaliações) sinopse: Articles on China’s building boom often highlight the property bubble, megalomaniac
planners, governmental corruption and private graft, substandard building practices and the destruction of the
nation’s cultural heritage.
The future of Amsterdam looks rosy, Amsterdam Film Institute, finishing the Stedelijk Museum, renovating the
Rijksmuseum, seeing Amsterdam by car, new era of Oriental civilization in Shanghai, buildings in Stuttgart
with self-confidence, and two new kindergartens in Medellin provecity's revitalization.
Gruppen-Mitgliedschaften von Mark Wortmann Tauschen Sie sich mit Mark Wortmann in XING Gruppen über
gemeinsame Themen aus.
Mark #56 [Arthur Wortmann, David Keuning] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Mark #56 delves into
the seemingly contradictory subject of architectural preservation in Los Angeles. Safeguarding the city’s
architectural legacy is a challenge: the city comprises 88 administrative entities that all have their own ...
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